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Dear Members,

We are living in challenging times, in

which the underlying issues are not
purely economic and geopolitical, but
of a far more complex and
interconnected nature. We are
experiencing a fundamental shift in

how individuals and societies are relating to each other. The
development of urban infrastructure plays a key role in this great
transformation, being witnessed not only in Maharashtra and
India, but many other countries, as well.

Given the massive migration from rural to urban areas, the rise in
India's urbanization is probably unprecedented in the history of
the world. With a lack of urban infrastructure affecting most
Indian cities, there is today a dire necessity for the planned
development of urban infrastructure. This would include the
development of the metro as well as roads and highways
upholding the aesthetic, sustainable and economic aspect of
development. Many urban centres in India are characterized by a
huge sprawl, and the development of a reliable and efficient
connectivity between them is the need of the hour. The road
ahead is difficult and challenging considering that India does not
have the luxury of time, which so many other nations did, in the
course of their urbanization. India also faces a trained workforce
crunch, due to which technology will need to be used astutely.

The quality and availability of infrastructure services goes a long
way in establishing the economic competitiveness of urban
areas, and, in a borderless world, that assumes added
significance. The urban economy (which is heavily dependent on
the quality of its infrastructure) is seen as a bridge between the
local and the global economy, and no pains should be spared to
strengthen it to the extent possible.

The rapid pressure of industrial development – coupled with
weak infrastructure – has overwhelmed many Indian cities. As
we rapidly enter a borderless world, both Maharashtra and India
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cannot afford to lose their competitive edge. Today, the global
balance of economic power is again being redistributed …
from the Western World to Asia. We need to capitalize on that
trend by having – first and foremost – our urban infrastructure
in place. In the chaos that India's urban areas face amidst their
burgeoning population and their concomitant housing needs,
solutions like planning newer modes of transportation systems
(especially for congested and relatively isolated areas) play a key
role. In this context, efforts also need to be directed towards
strengthening the framework for governance and the financing
of complex urban infrastructure projects.

Maharashtra needs to give top priority to modifying its urban
development strategies if it is to remain economically
competitive and an investment-friendly state. A proactive
development of the right urban infrastructure will ensure that
socioeconomic progress in Maharashtra becomes more
inclusive and thus, more sustainable in the coming years.

I sincerely hope that the thought-provoking articles in this issue
of our Digest enable us to appreciate the potential of urban
infrastructure development in nation building activities. Only
by embracing this challenge wholeheartedly can we harness our
common future for the benefit of all.
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Maharashtra is the leading in metro development
(an Interview of MD of MMRCL)

Dr. Brijesh Dixit
Managing Director,

Maharashtra Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (MAHA-METRO)

Indian Railway Services
official, has been entrusted
with the work of the metro rail
projects in Nagpur and Pune.
Out of his 33 years of career,
he has spent 15 years in
Mumbai. He is now Managing
Director of Maha Metro Ltd
which is executing Nangpur
and Pune metro rail projects. In
conversation with MEDC
Digest Dr. Dixit explains the
importance of metro
infrastructure in the
development of the city and
people's life and explains
different unique features of the
Nag pur and Pune metro
projects. Excerpts:

What are the key features of
metro rail projects being
implemented by Maha-
Metro?

The metro projects in
themselves are green projects
because they improvewill
public transportation and
replace large number of
personal vehicles in the cities. It
will improve the quality of
lifestyle. That is why these
projects are in general green
projects.

We are further adding to this by
going for solar power. There
are several unique features of

the metro projects. The very
first among them is the solar
power installation right since
inception. Over 65 per cent of
our energy requirement will
come from solar. The three
factors that motivated us to use
solar power are the crash in the
cost of solar power in the last
10 to 15 years, availability of
huge rooftop space of 10,000
square feet at all our stations,
depots, boundary walls to
install panels and our intensive
use of power to run the trains.
Nagpur has superb solar power
availability. Planning solar
power right since inception is
important because if it is done
later the cost would have
increased and 100 per cent
potential of the available space
would not have been possible.
We could have hardly used 60
to 65 per cent potential. In
Nagpur we will be producing

14 MW of power initially and
23 MW finally. In Pune we will
be generating 18 MW of power.
This will be grid connected and
net meter system installed on
the (Renewable Energy Service
Company) RESCO model
basis. The cost of this power to
us is only Rs 3.5 compared to Rs
9.5 we would have paid to the
utility company if this model
was not adopted. So, I am using
very green, economical and
sustainable power with full
energy security. I do not have
fear of my power going. This
installation will continue to give
me power for the next 30 years.
This is done for the first time
anywhere in the world that 65
per cent of the energy
requirement fulfilled from the
renewable energy right since
inception. We have already
stated getting the power.

Airport South Metro Station
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The second unique feature is
that we have gone for multi
modal integration. Having only
metro line if not enough. It
should be connected to all the
heavy footfall areas. Places like
city bus stand, railway stations,
intercity bus terminal, malls,
education hubs should be
integrated with the metro line.
The integration should be at
the three levels – physical
in teg ra t ion , infor mat ion
integration and fare integration
in the form of common travel
card. A commuter should get
information of the next mode
of transport like bus or train at
metro station itself and need
not have to buy ticket again and
again. So, we are doing multi
modal integration at all the
three levels with feeder service.
Feeder service can again be at
different levels. People within
500 meters from the metro
station should be able to walk.
So, we are taking care of
vicinity of the stations in terms
of footpaths as currently we
have many obstructions on
footpath making the people
difficult to walk on them.

Commuters coming from

beyond 500 meters will use
bicycle. So, we are providing
cycle tracks, which are not
existing now. Also providing
bike/scooter sharing schemes
or feeder service like mini-van
and taxi services like Ola and
Uber.

This is as far as actual metro
network is concerned. The
third unique feature is that we
are using superior project
management platform based
on digital technology. It is
called 5D building information
model. It is the best
international practice, which

will not only automate our
engineering and technical work
but will integrate and automate
accounting, budgeting, site
supervision, quality control,
HR etc. We have also gone for
complete value engineering,
rev i ewing the des ign ,
documentation process, in such
a way that we have effected 10
per cent cost saving of DPR by
eliminating wastages, excesses
and inefficiencies.

Financial viability of all the
public utilities and the project
life, capital intensive metro
projects is already challenged
because of limitation of fare
structure. But we will be
earning more revenue in
Nagpur and Pune metro from
other than fare. Over 50 per
cent of our income will come
from sources other than fare
structure. Right since inception
we have gone for station
designs in such a way that we

MEDC Economic DigestJanuary 2019�8
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will be able to provide for
property development within
station and also around station
area. This is called non-fare box
revenue. Hong Kong's MTR is
having the world's best non-
fare box revenue which is 42
per cent. In India Delhi metro
has highest non-fare box
revenue that is 20 per cent. But
in Nagpur and Pune we will be
earning 50 per cent non-fare
b o x r e v e n u e .
Our stations have been
designed by the best architects
in the world, from France,
Spain and India. Top architects
from India are working with us,
for example Hafeez Contractor
is involved. For the first time in
India our one station in Nagpur
is 20-storyed high where the
platform in on the fifth floor.
People working in that building
will be able to go to their offices
directly from the station
without going out. A station in
Pune is 30-storyed.

We have also introduced
concept of Transit Oriented

Development, which means we
densify the corridor of the
mass transit system in such a
way that over time more
population live along the metro
corridor and use metro for their
daily commuting, eliminating
the need for using any other
transport. We are thankful to
Maharashtra government for
taking a pioneering step of
issuing notification for TOD
for Nagpur by which FSI has
been doubled . Thus the

existing properties can give way
to vertical taller structures
accommodating more
commercial and residential
premises, increasing the
population along the metro
corridor.

When the actual operation
of metro will begin?

Our system in Nagpur will start
running in the first quarter of
2019 and the systm in Pune will
start sunning by the end of
2019.

Will this impact migration?

Certainly, in two ways. When
the city improves, its
infrastructure improves,
people come to the city. For
instance Nagpur lagged behind
in terms of development
because of lack transport.
Population has gone up but
infrastructure has not kept
paced with it. So, personal
transport has gone up. People
don't enjoy tension of standing
two hours on road everyday.
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They have no other option.
When option is provided
people will like to take
advantage of that. So, on the
other hand, once quality of life
goes up, people from Nagpur
and around who go to the
bigger cities will stop going out
and start focussing on the city
itself. That is the purpose. Our
megacities are overcrowded,
one reason being the people
from hinterland are migrating
to these cities due to
opportunities. When cities like
Nagpur have all these things
why anybody wi l l leave?

Manufacturing of 75%
metro coaches is being done
in India under the Make in
India policy, would this be a
game changer for the railway
industry in India for the
coming years? Will this help
in future for exports of
metro coaches?

Till now about 2,000 metro
coaches have been supplied to
various projects in India, the
largest number being of Delhi

metro. But largely they have
been imported. India did not
have the capacity to produce
the coaches as per the
requirement of metro
companies. But under this
policy Maha Metro has taken
initiative to set up plant at
Nagpur for not only
m a nu f a c t u r i n g b u t a l s o
overhauling and maintenance
of coaches in the long run.
Such facility was not existing at
present. We do not want only
indigenous production but
Indian indigenous production.
There are manufacturing plants
in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat
and Bengaluru. But Nagpur
plant will enhance the Indian
indigenous manufacturing
capacity of coaches. This will
increase job opportunities in
Nagpur.

What will be the difference
between the existing
manufacturing facilities and
the Maha Metro facility at
Nagpur?

Two of the facilities are global
companies. They are just
manufacturing in India. But
considering the size of the

count r y we need Ind ian
indigenous capacity for the
sustenance in the long run.

Will this facility help in
exports also?

Certainly. We will be lower cost
producer. We will be making
the best use of comparatively
lower cost, high quality and
trained manpower of India to
bring down the cost.

How MSME industry is
getting benefitted by metro?

MSME will be benefitted.
Whenever manufacturing is
done large number of
components and parts are
needed which are produced by
the MSME sector engineering
companies around the plant.
Nagpur being located at the
heart of India, it has logistic
advantages.

What will be the impact of
the metro project on
transportation in cities?
How will it affect the
development?

In Nagpur and also in Pune,
nodal share of public transport
today is less than 10 per cent,
which is very low. As a result of

Khapri Metro Station
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this the people have gone for
personal transport. No harm in
owning personal transport but
using them for dai ly
commuting in the morning and
evening is a problem. Our
roads do not provide that much
of space that everybody brings
a two or four wheeler on the
road everyday. That increases
congestion, pollution and
accidents. Indian tops the list in
the world in road accidents and
deaths. Strengthening of the
publ ic transpor t reduces
private transport, congestion,
pollution and accidents.

The nodal share of the public
transport in both Pune and
Nagpur will triple and go to 30
per cent. Commuters will thus
save time spent in commuting.
When people will save so much
of their time and money which
they spend on transport now,
obiviously they will use all this
for some other useful purpose.
So, good public transport also
brings general improvement in
quality of life as people are able
to do whatever they want to do
even when traveling and in the
time saved. So, it will not only
lead to economic growth, but
will improve the quality of life
and will lead to both economic
and social development over
long period of time. The
returns will be multiple and
exponentially higher over time.
Your gains will be multiplied.
These projects wil l have
tremendous beneficial impact
on the city, people & their
growth in general.

What is the role of the proper
infrastructure in the
development of the country,
particularly related to
metro?

Proper infrastructure ensures
better efficiency. If a travel on a
bad road takes five hours, the
same journey can be done in
two hours on a good road. The
time you save is valuable. So, it
increases your efficiency.
Infrastructure also creates jobs
in large number. Job
development creates
exponentially multiple
development for a long time.

How important is corporate
culture to you and what steps
you have taken to nurture
that culture in metro
projects?

It is very much important. We
have tried to inculcate the best
possible working environment
within our organisation. When
it is said that 'it is ordinary
people who do the extra-
ordinary work', it is the working
environment that makes all the
difference make it possible.
Responsibility of providing
that environment is with the
senior management. I am
thankful to all my team for the
wonderful job they are doing. It
is because of the team we had
been able to do our trial run in
Nagpur in record 27 months
and able to run day-in running
after all regulatory clearances in
33 months. Now we are
targeting to start commercial
service in Nagpur in three and
half years which is a new

benchmark. The company was
born in February 2015, the
work started in June 2015, first
trial run was done in September
2017, first commissioning was
done in April 2018. This is due
to total dedication, disciplines,
team work, work culture, hard
work and result orientation
with total transparency. A clear
and transparent system only
can give fast results in a
democratic set up.

Initial work on phase 2 of
Nagpur with proposed 48-Km
length has already begun. Our
DPR has been submitted to the
government of Maharashtra.
In Pune too the phase 2 DPR
work has started. We also have
privileged and honour of
preparing DPR of Thane city
metro which is approved by the
Thane Municipal Corporation
and is in the process of
submitting to the Maharashtra
government.

How do you see
Maharashtra's status in the
metro projects?

Maharashtra is a leading state in
terms of metro development in
India. It has a privilege of
having largest number of cities
having metro projects. Largest
length of metro under
development is in Maharashtra.
Maharashtra also has a privilege
of being the most urbanised,
the most industrialised state in
India. It is a pioneer state to
have a metro corporation
covering the whole state, except
Mumbai where metro work is
already progressing.



Transportation Challenges in Contemporary India
Professor Sundaravalli Narayanaswami, PhD.,

Public Systems Group
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad

Sundaravallin@iima.ac.in

Indian Transportation
Sector: History and Growth

A wel l -connected and
coordinated transportation
sector plays a huge role in the
sustained growth of a country.
Transportation in India has
been consistently growing over
the years both in spread of
network (scale) and in
delivering socio-economic
benefits (scope).

The Indian Prime Minister
recently stated that the country
has three biggest advantages to
compete in global economy: (i)
a large democracy, (ii) the
demographic dividend; ie.,
more than 65% of the
population are less than 35
years of age, and (iii) demand,
generated by a large
aspirational citizen base. A
pr imar y requirement for
economic growth in a global
space is a supporting
infrastructure; which the
government is attempting to
revive, and further develop. In
terms of social needs, vibrancy
and abundance of natural
resources (say, water, food
crops, minerals and energy)
makes the country self-
sustained. Economic growth
can be realized only if the
resources are efficiently

mobi l ized and deployed.
However, large gaps in policy
for mulat ion, regulator y
framework, operat iona l
coordination and enforcement
deter efficient mobility.

Sectoral Developments

As of today, the Indian road
network runs across 33 lakh
Km. and is the second largest in
the world. It consists of 200
kms. of expressways, 96,260.72
kms. of expressways, 131,899
kms. of state highways, 467,763
kms, of major district roads,
and 2,650,000 kms. of rural
roads. About 65% of freight
and 80% passenger traffic is
carried by the roads.
Specifical ly, the National
Highways constitute only about
1.7% of the road network but
carry about 40% of the total
road traffic. The number of
vehicles has been growing at an

average pace of 10.16% per
annum over the last five years.

The Indian Railways is the
single largest organization in
the World in employee strength
and operational spread. The
first railway of the Indian sub-
continent from Bombay to
Thane covered 21 miles and
was inaugurated on 16th April
1853. Indian Railways is a
multi-gauge, multi-traction
heavy rail system with a total
track of 108,706 kms that
includes 86,526 kms. of broad
gauge (1676 mm), 18,529 kms.
of meter gauge (1000 mm) and
3,651 kms. of narrow gauge
(762/610 mm). In total 16,001
route kms are electrified and
the rest of 63,028 route kms are
non-electrified. The IR services
are massive; 11,000 trains are
operated daily, of which 7,000
are passenger trains. They hold
7,566 locomotives, 37,840

Cover Story
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coaching vehicles, 222,147
freight wagons, 6,853 stations,
300 yards, 2,300 good sheds,
700 repair shops, and employ a
1.54 million work force.

India also had a rich maritime
history in establishing vibrant
trade links, as early as the third
millennium BC. Extensive
trading with early civilizations
in Africa, South East Asia and
the Mediterranean happened
through the maritime route.
Rivers served as lifelines of the
ancient Indian economy. India
has a 7,500 kms coastline,
covering 13 states and a
strategic location on key
international trade route and
14,500 kms of navigable and
potentially navigable
waterways. Maritime logistics
cover 90% of EXIM trade by
volume and 72% by value.
However Indian coastline and
river network has remained
underutilized. Despite low
costs, and energy efficient
mobil i ty choice, water
transport accounts for only 6%
of the Indian freight traffic in
tonne kms. Some major
concerns are lack of waterway
networks and absence of end-
mile connectivity through a
suppor t i ng road o r r a i l
network. Coastal shipping,
ports development and inland
waterways have garnered
limited attention from policy
makers, contributing to a
skewed modal mix of Indian
transport, resulting in an
exorbitantly high share of
roadways.

Air transport services in and
out of India are governed by
the Civil Aviation ministry.
With the support of various
agencies, they enforce civil air
regulations, air safety, and
airworthiness standards. Nine
private airline companies which
were operative since the 1920's
were nationalised vide the Air
Corporations Act, 1953. These
government-owned airlines
dominated Indian aviation
industry till the mid-1990s. In
April 1990, the Government
adopted open-sky policy and
allowed air taxi- operators to
operate flights from any
airport, both on a charter and a
non-charter basis and to decide
their own flight schedules,
cargo and passenger fares.
However, no foreign airlines
were allowed to partner with a
domestic airline company. By
1995, several private airlines
had ventured into the aviation
business and accounted for
more than 10% of the
domestic air traffic. Today,
Indian aviation industry is
dominated by private airlines
and these include low cost
carriers, who have made air
travel affordable. Several of the
Indian private airlines are now
operating on International
routes in collaboration with
foreign airlines in a
commercially successful
manner.

A Nation of Aspirations

The Bharatmala pariyojana is a
recent initiative from the

Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways for substantially
improving (decongesting) the
road network, developing
logistics park, providing end-
mile connectivity for multi-
modal traffic, and improve
rural connectivity with a focus
to secure the nation's borders.
It is expected to considerably
improve the traffic speed on
roads and reduce logistics cost
by 25%.

Several new initiatives have
been proposed by the Ministry
of Railways to improve
operational efficiency and
safety on rails. Many of the
railway projects are executed on
a public-private partnership
basis so that cost efficiency is
maintained while developing
innovative, state-of the art
technology solutions. A most
recent development is the
initiation of projects to develop
high speed corridors in the
country. India has been ages
beh ind in such new-age
technologies, but recently there
is an accelerated drive for
socio-economic growth
through infrastructural
development, the focus being
on transport sector.

The Sagarmala project of the
shipping ministry, announced
in 2014 is another national
initiative for comprehensive
port development aimed at
accelerated economic
development by harnessing
India's coastline and river
network.
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One of the major challenges
faced by the Indian air traffic
sector is the revival of the
carrier Air India, which is
commercially a dying
organization. The national
carrier has not been able to
cope up to the service levels or
pricing strategies or innovative
approaches adopted by a host
of private airline operators.
Neither has it been able to
overcome multiple internal
issues related to outdated
technologies, delayed
decisions, corruption
allegations, and human
resources.

The country has a wide
representation in all major
transport modes; which means
supply side of the services is
reasonable. India being a
young, populous and
aspirational country, there is
enough demand also. However,
the service levels and quality are
of poor standards. The
governance structure is devoid
of a unified policy for effective
administration, which impacts
the sector very badly.

Challenges: Ongoing and
Way Forward

The major challenge of the
transport sector is in keeping
up with the pace of
development, both nationally
and globally. The country gains
its major strength from scale
and wide network reach, scope
of multi-modal connectivity
and possibility of interlinkages.

Traditionally, regions of
growth follow the contours of
transport network, all over the
World. India is no different. So
for a holistic development,
transport network should
spread across the remote parts
of the country and potential
regions of development. Rural
connectivity enhances end-mile
connectivity; thereby there is a
need to develop integrative
multi-modal routes choices and
to ease the huge stress on the
highway network.

Policy makers should also focus
on freight movements, so that
export and import of goods
and produce can be more
efficiently managed. Effective
mobility choices for both
freight and passenger traffic
contribute positively towards
trade opportunities, economic
growth and social
development.

Another focus area is traffic
safety ; more str ingent
regulatory norms should be
imposed. Enforcement of laws
is weak and often compromised
in India. Vehicle renewal
policies, drivers' licensing, and
transport related service
provisioning should be
formulated on a regular review
basis and revoke mechanism.
Lack of coordination is
attributed to the fact that there
is no single authority
responsible for transport
related decisions and
implementation. Mult iple
ministries are involved and

dec is ion making ,
administration, governance,
formulation of rules and
regulation and enforcement, all
fall under the jurisdiction of
several authorities. Therefore,
however wel l - in tended ,
decisions appear biased
towards one ent i ty,
administration is a night-mare,
accountability is mostly
managed and regulation and
execution are mere passing the
buck.

Summary

Indian transportation sector
offers several gateways of
growth for the national
economy and hence social
development. The sheer scale
and scope of the Indian
transport operations is mind-
boggling. It should be
perceived as an opportunity
and not as a developmental
hindrance or administrative
infeasibility. Policies should
help identify ways and means
of leveraging the scope offered
by the domain in boosting the
country's economy in a holistic
manner. Innovative solutions
that are contextually relevant
should be developed to address
the everyday challenges faced
by the society and industry; if
needed with private
participation. Such an approach
will transform the Indian
transportation sector to
support the country to globally
compete for economic growth
in an effective and efficient
manner.
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Sustainable Infrastructure Development
Dr. M. Nithya

Professor & Head, Department of Civil Engineering,
Siddhartha Institute of Technology and Sciences, Narapally, Telangana

mnithya.me@gmail.com

Evolution of Infrastructure
in India

The creation of nationwide
infrastructure provides solid
platform for socio-economic
progress and human
development. Infrastructure
development is the vehicle for
driving Indian economy with
Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) growth exceeds 8%
every year since 2004. India has
emerged as one of the fastest
growing countries in the world
by maintaining high growth
through investment in
inf ras t r uc ture. The
government has given less
priority to infrastructure
development since the
inception of five year plans in
Ind ia . Seventh five year
plan(1985 – 1990) had policies
for infrastructure development
but that was not properly
executed and the target
percentage could not be
achieved as infrastructure
service was being supplied only
by public sector.

The vigilant approach of
Eighth five year plan (1992 –
1997) articulated the strategies
as a part of reform program for
infrastructure development
and shifted towards
preferences for Public Private

Partnership (PPP) wherever
possible. The growth of
population has raised a severe
strain and realizing the adverse
implications of poor
development, the Government
has significantly increased its
infrastructure spending over
the last 10 years. During the
year 2017 -18, total budget
allotted for infrastructure
stands at US$ 61.48 billion
whereas in year 2018-19, it has
been considerably increased to
US$ 92.22 billion. Mammoth
inflow of investment capital is
ind i spensab le for ma jor
infrastructure development.
The Government policies were
devised to encourage private
investments from both local
and foreign capital.

Infrastructure investments
were doubled from US$ 169.9
billion during the 10th Five

Year Plan (2002–07) to US$
379.6 billion during the 11th
Five Year Plan (2007–12)1. The
rapid growth of Infrastructure
development in India is due to
Government Initiatives, Public
Pr ivate Par tnerships,
Infrastructure Needs,
International Investment and
Housing Development. India
was rated as second most
attractive location for global
FDI (Foreign Direct
Investment) in 2007 and in that,
the infrastructure development
accounts for substantial inflow.
Construction development
(townships, housing, built-up
infrastructure) and
Infrastructure activities
(transport, ports, telecom,
electricity) are the sectors
attracting highest FDI equity
inflows. Figure 1 shows the
FDI inflow during the past

Figure  FDI Inflows in India
(Source: https://dipp.gov.in/sites/default/files/FDI FactSheet_29June2018.pdf) 1Planning Commission
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three years and it can be
obser ved that inflow for
construction activities has
improved drastically in the year
2017 - 2018.

Infrastructure can be
categorized in many forms
s u c h a s e c o n o m i c
infrastructure, social
infrastructure, rural
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e , u r b a n
infrastructure etc., (Vifiindia,
April 2017). It can be also be
broadly classified as hard
infrastructure (includes the
above categories) and soft
infrastructure (includes
policies, regulations, software).
Both hard and soft
infrastructure is imperative for
sustaining high economic
growth.

Building Sustainable
Infrastructure

Construction is the second
largest economic activity in
India after agriculture, and has
been g rowing rapid ly.
Construction projects account
for a substantial portion of the
proposed investments, making
the sector one of the biggest
beneficiaries of the
infrastructure boom in India.
The launch of “Housing for
All” programme in 2015 aims
to build 60 million affordable
houses between 2018 – 2024.
Approximately 43, 000 houses
need to be built ever day to
achieve the mission of
“Housing for All”. The Indian
Government has increased the
carpet area for affordable

housing scheme in November
2017 which attracts large
inventories. While the need for
greater infrastructure is clear,
equally important is the need to
for sustainable development.
Success of construction is not
only measured by its quantum
but also through the
contribution towards socio-
economic and environmental
considerations.

Sustainable development can
only be attained through a
careful analysis of the factors

that have mitigated growth in
the past, and thereafter, taking
the appropriate corrective
measures. Introduction of
sustainable construction
practices has lots of challenges
such as depletion of natural
resources, urbanization, social
inequity, weak government
pol ic ies, environmenta l
degradation, pollution and
uncertain economic growth.
Figure 2 provides an overview
of the chal lenges of
sustainable construction in
global context.

Figure 2 Challenges of Sustainable Construction in Global context
(Source: Fleming & Cooper, 2013)
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'Sustainable construction is the
creat ion and responsible
management of a healthy built
environment based on resource
efficient and ecological
principles' (Bourdeau, 1999).
Buildings have more
environmental impacts over
their complete life cycle.
Resources such as ground
cover, forests, water, and
energy are exhausted to a
greater extent for building
construction. Sustainable
building construction involves
various stages right from site
planning, design, construction,
operation and maintenance,
renovation and finally
demol i t ion. Susta inable
building process or Green
Building can be achieved
through integration of
renewable resources to
generate energy onsite,
enhancing and protecting the
health and well being of the
occupants through indoor
environment quality, reducing
negative impacts on
environment by selecting
ecologica l ly susta inable
materials. The benefits of
Green building are as follows
(mnre.gov.in)

� Reduced energ y
consumpt ion w i thou t
sacrificing the comfort
levels

� Reduced destruction of
natural areas, habitats, and
biodiversity, and reduced
soil loss from erosion, etc.

� Reduced air and water
pollution (with direct health
benefits)

� Reduced water consumption
� Limited waste generation

due to recycling and reuse
� Reduced pollution loads
� Increased user productivity
� Enhanced image and

marketability

Internationally, voluntary
building rating systems have
been introduced to popularize
Green Building Design. In
India there are three primary
rating systems such as Green
Rating for Integrated Habitat
Assessment (GRIHA), Indian
Green Bu i ld ing Counc i l
(IGBC) and Bureau of Energy
Efficiency (BEE).

Conclusion

Large scale physical
infrastructure is indispensable
for a developing country to
have socio-economic progress.
There is urgency to make
sustainable interventions now,
when the built environment is
being created, rather than to
modify things after the fact.
However, the introduction of
sustainable construction
technologies and practices
would be complex task

involving many challenges. A
multi-stage framework must be
proposed which requires the
application of Environmental
Assessment and
Environmental Management
Systems for sustainable
construction projects. Over
the last decade, the Indian
government has also made
significant efforts to
sustainable building
construction. Thus, it is
expected that over the next few
years, global and local research
will spotlight on novelty in civil
infrastructure systems and the
built environment, through
innovative construction

materials for sustainable
infrastructure, application of
advanced information and
communication technologies
(ICT) to condition assessment,
including Nanotechnology and
Nano materials, and critical
infrastructure systems.
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What Mumbai Needs to Do to perceptibly  improve on
commuting woes & times in one  year

Let us prioritize governance infra structure over steel and cement based!
Dr. Ashok Datar

datar.ashok@gmail.com

We have been hearing during
last several years that traffic
congestion is going to ease
during a short time – at least
before 2019 – the election year.
One thing we can admit that the
CM vigorously pursued the
gigantic metro project within a
year of his taking office and we
now see a lot of construction
taking place at least for 3 metro
lines. It is possible that these
metros and , perhaps, Coastal
Rd may be completed by 2022 .
By any past standards, this can
be considered decent speed in
project completion. Before
going into the merits of a single
minded focus on these two
large mobility projects of
which Coastal rd is not for
public transport and there is
very little attention to buses,
governance and discipline
improvement measures as well
as footpaths, walkability . non
motorized projects, let us
identify what can be done by
which more than a crore
Mumbaikars will experience a
material improvement in their
commuting experience before
the end of 2019. Following
focuses on such important but
ignored concepts and projects

which I prefer to call
governance infra structure.

It is clear that there is just no
chance that any metro or
coastal rd ( even a part) can be
operational before 2021. So
what can we do to assuage the
feelings of Mumbaikars who
feel “pie in the sky about such
big projects”. Here is my list
which really covers governance
infra structure.

Parking, regulation and
pricing

We need to improve parking
and traffic discipline in a radical
and substant i a l manner-
certainly possible (but highly
unlikely ) in 6 to 9 months.
There are more than 3 lakh
vehicles parked on road and
this number is growing by the
day . Can we bring one lakh
under pay n park and reduce
one lakh from parking on the
road so that carriage -especially
of buses- becomes smoother
& faster. Ensuring a reasonable
fee/hr at Rs. 20 to Rs. 30
depending upon areas ( plus a
surcharge of rs. 10 for cars of 4
mtrs or longer- mostly SUVs
and imported cars ! Bring as
many small lanes under night
residential scheme for Rs. 750

to Rs. 1500 /mth and , where
possible, extend to 24 hrs right
to park ( on one side – where
possible for Rs. 3000 or so per
month! ) The value of parking
space @ 25 sq m gross ranges
btw Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 50 lakhs
and this kind of fee is much
cheaper in relation to real estate
prices as in Mumbai . It would
require mapping, grading of
roads by width, traffic volume
and current parking reality . It
will reduce the car ownership,
make more space available for
all moving vehicles – at least
one extra lane ( in some cases
two lanes ) cheapest way to
widen road and reduce the no.
of vehicles which need to use
these roads ( providing more
room and passengers for buses
which will be faster and more
frequent and predictable !)
Thus it is a double benefit. This
will redress the imbalance for
non vehicle owners amd we
need to make a beginning to
teach the city ( i.e. its motorist
citizen- current or aspirational
!) to remain within its existing
space. This will facilitate buses,
autos and taxies to carry more
trips and people at a faster and
easier way. Those who pay for
parking will also get the value
for their expenditure on
parking as they “buy” the right

Ms. Sonali Kelkar
sonalikel@gmail.com
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to park in an exclusive manner
bringing peace of mind. It is no
small benefit. People will make
intelligent decision whether to
bring a car ( or even buy a car!)
Fees can be discussed and need
not be unaffordable. In many
cities in the world, hourly
parking costs are comparable
to a litre of fuel ! Much lower
price for parking is suggested
for Mumbai than the fuel cost .
This Is to prevent “a yellow
vest revolt “ as in Paris !Once
we enforce parking discipline in
a serious manner, we can deal
with problems of hawker and
extensions to shop fronts
more easily. For every 50,000
vehicles we put under Pay n
Park, we should earn Rs. 300
cr/pa . Needless to say, we need
to charge a higher ( surge?)
price where there is a great
mismatch btw demand and
supply ! Regulated parking can
generate merit employment of
attendants and constables of
5000 per lakh of cars. Getting
two lakh under pay n park
regime is not easy but quite
possible if there is basic
willingness for discipline and
concern for non car owning
citizen who account for a very
large majority but who use a
very small part of road space !

Restraints in vehicle
additions and scientific
vehicle scrapping policy for
all vehicles

This is something for which a
beginning is a must rather
overdue! Like Shanghai,

Singapore. We should restrict
the no. plates available for
purchase of new vehicles in
Mumbai metro area and reduce
the permissible number for the
calendar year 2019 to 1/3 of
actual in 2018 . This quota
should be announced in dec
2018 after doing the required
home work . We should have
sub quota for cars for various
engine sizes, petrol, cng and
diesel (?) . And there should be
lottery for the auction of such
no. plates for fuel/engine size
category. This is done in
Singapore ,Shanghai and other
Chinese cities ( where the govt
fetches $ 3000 for right to “a
buy a vehicle no. plate” This
policy should be implemented
in Mumbai too. Similarly, we
should have a stricter policy for
scrapping the 20 year and older
vehicles in every category.
There must be proper
disposal/recycling policy and
lining up of vendors, space and
method of surrender or
confiscation of vehicles and a
charge to be paid by the owner
for abandoning ( fee+penalty)
and properly offering for
recycling( fee) This will be a
major contributor to waste
management policy too. We
should establish a scientific
vehicle scrapping policy as early
as possible as the problem will
become much greater in the
next few years.

Annual tax on vehicles in
place of property value

based street tax

We suggest a proper,
justifiable even if a bit
unpleasant to motorists, a
proposal whereby MCGM
should charge street tax to all
vehicles plying and registered in
the Mumbai metro area a tax
equal to 1% of the purchase
price of the vehicle pa. This
should replace 15% street tax
which we cur ren pay on
property tax. This is one more
way of application of the
principle that a vehicle which
uses road space should pay
street tax ( for moving space)
and parking fees fr parking
spaces. This is revenue neutral.
This will help us make a
comprehensive dbase and
fixing of RFIDs to all vehicles
which can facilitate electronic
toll paying as well as paying
fines and other fees . These two
space use fees will discourage
multi vehicle ownership as well
as continue to own scrappable
vehicles. Such policies will
reduce the burden of all
unwanted and unused vehicles
on the roads. A lot of people
will get rid of the vehicles ( or at
least stop adding them unless
they are a must ) Thus street tax
will be payable only by those
who own a motorized vehicle
and free all the good citizen
who don't burden the city with a
private vehicle. This
incentivizes good behavior and
disincentivises (but permits
with a reasonable fee)
ownership of private vehicles.
Incidentally, estimated street



Management of parking
and traffic discipline with a
s t r o n g I T a n d C C T V
backbone

Improvement in traffic and
parking discipline (electronic
compliance and fine collection
) Collection to go up from Rs.
1.5 cr/mth in 2016 to Rs. 15
cr/mth in 2019 ( level of fines
to be increased only from Rs.
200 to Rs. 300 per violation
through tightening IT system
and making e tag virtually
universal to ensure compliance
, accuracy and transparency in
collection of not only fines but
also tolls . A substantial in the
no. of cases as well as fines is
possible once we fully and
efficiently follow electronic
system of complinance. But
more important, this will result
into better traffic and parking
discipline. Normally parking
violation account for

For the year 2016 ( before the
e lec t ronic cha l l ans were
initiated

No. of cases – 1478,000
amount of fine – Rs.17.38 cr .
Out of which 29% were
parking cases/

Performance in 2017 when
partial electronic system was
started. :

Total cases (challans) - 33.3
lakhs , amount of fine levied –
76,46 cr but fine actually paid is
only R.31.29 cr ( current
weakness of electronic system)
Amt per case has gone up from
went up from Rs. 100 to Rs.
230.

Once we introduce a
comprehensive and tight
system , we should expect a
much bigger increase in cases
and amounts (total and per
case) Our guesstimate is an
increase of 4 to 5 times ! This
will become an important
source of revenue but more
than that it would then lead to
improvement in parking and
traffic discipline. This level of
collection is possible if we
seriously establish compliance
infra structure. The results will
be very positive in terms of
discicpline and revenue which
can be used for signage,
junctions, footpaths, marking
and improving education and
quality of police force.

Obtained valued more for its
impact on violations rather
than the collection of funds
which can be used to improve
efficiency of traffic police as
well as finance high quality,
signage, painting and junction
redesign footpaths and bus
stops on Mumbai roads which
will compliment traffic calming
and management of higher
thruputs in a smoother and
safer manner. Simple parking in
no parking zone should attract
a normal fine of Rs. 200 but
those parking at corners,
double parking without drivers
inside and within bus stop
jurisdiction as well as footpaths
should attract a fine of Rs. 400 .
( look at it in a nuanced manner
!) same thing for wrong . We
estimate that a low priced
regime of pay n park should
yield Rs. 500 cr/pa to MCGM
and fines on parking should net

Rs. 150 cr/pa to traffic police.
They should be treated as
componants of city transport
fund and should be ploughed
back in management of road
based mobility.

Redesign of junctions and
footpaths , under flyover ,
pedestrian crossings, bicycle
& bus lanes etc

If we improve the junction thru
better signals. Painting of
pedestrian crossing, lighting
and cctv cameras and E
challans for violations at all
high volume high decibel
junctions ( happily ignored so
far ) In next one year , we can
at tempt 20 high volume
junctions on Eastern, Western ,
SCLR , JVLR , Ambedkar Rd,
Haji ali, Worli etc. , we can see
much faster and calmer thruput
– especially of buses. This
should also cover short bus
lanes at select junctions . The
cost of this project would be
approx Rs 2 cr/jn and can be
completed in 6 to 9 months. (
there should be no turf wars
btw MMRDA, MSRDC and
MCGM and PWD about
funding and responsibility – we
suggest MCGM should do it
for the entire city.

A Bus Priority – first on
WEH and then on other
crowded but wider roads

If a person chooses bus over
other road options such as taxi,
car, auto etc, he will consume a
lot less road space. A ten per
cent shift from buses to
personal vehicles increases road
congestion by 20% and this rate
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accelerates at higher levels of
migration because each person
uses 6 to 12 sqm in a private
hospital instead of 1 sqm in a
bus. Hence it is better to have
fuller than empty buses. Same
thing is true for sharing car or
taxi seats – albeit at a much
lower level. Let us think of low
end first. reduce the prices of
monthly and daily passes of
BEST by at least by 20 to 40%
(rail passes are about 60 to 70%
cheaper than single tickets. )
And advertise the same loudly
and nicely. It is possible that
there will be not much revenue
loss but will reduce the traffic
jams by lesser usage of space
inefficient private vehicles.
This is also a welfare measure
targeted at women and poor for
whom i t w i l l b e a ve r y
important benefit. We should
be able to analyse traffic data
and design passes also for non
peak morning hrs when the
capacity is mostly there.

Bus lane fully on Western
Express Highway (WEH) is a
clear choice. It should be from
Sea link to Borivali or even
beyond with one branch
joining from BKC (from
eastern exp way thru new
flyover which will connect it
with BKC bypassing Sion and
Dharavi . It can be linked to
Airport Road station on metro
with a combined ticket and
even passes. Bus lane will
r educe subs t an t i a l t ime
especially during evening (and
even morning) peak hrs on
WEH by 50 % And will be the
single most important measure

to reduce the traffic tensions
/jams for the commuters who
use WEH (some migration
from Western Railway is also
possible).

This trunk line bus lane can
have connections at junctions
thru TV screens in the buses
for going to east or west on
SCLR and JVLR and this will it
a very powerful solution to
improve carrying capacity by
20%.Frequency of bus service
can be as low as 40 sec to 1.5
min btw two buses. These two
pluses will mean each bus will
carry two times the passengers
and earn that much extra
revenue reducing the losses of
bus system.

We should have short bus lanes
(of about 200 to 400 m) on
several important jn on JVLR
and SCLR . Thus overall travel
time during rush hrs for longer
distances across all directions in
the suburbs will make a big
difference to bus service and
offer people a faster , quicker
and cheaper option for a range
of origins to destinations. A
bus lane can be implemented in
a few months. It can then be
made more attractive with
features such as level boarding,
rear engine to shut out noise
etc. But time and cost reduction
and reduced congestion are the
most important features. Its
cost is one 20 th than that of
rail or metro systems and can
handle about 70% of
passengers.

We should provide a bus lane
from CST to eastern free way in
the south and from Deonar to
Vashi on one hand and to
Chembur on the other. We

should introduce toll for private
vehicles on easterm freeway
which will increase the appeal
and utility of bus commute
thru eastern suburbs via
freeway .

BEST is planning to introduce
small and AC buses. There
should be more such
experiments and use of timely
info on mobiles and at bus
stops about the arrival of next
bus for each route will go a long
way to increase the bus usage
dramatically forcing BEST to
appoint more drivers and allow
more route rationalization to
use the fleet in a smarter and
more productive manner.

20% odd / even on key
commuter arteries in rush
hours
It means 20% all private
vehicles will be off road every
working day on arteries such as
WEH, SV Rd, SCLR, JVLR,
Ambedkar Rd , Pedder Rd etc.
two last digits from the number
plate can decide which 20%
vehicles will be off each of the
5 working days. This will enable
buses and shared taxies to ferry
more people than now in lesser
t ime and space. Another
low/zero cost measure almost
like diet in health improvement.
All these projects can be
completed within the new
sources of merit revenue such
as parking fees, street tax and
fines and will offer more speed
and space and use of walking to
reach a bus or car/taxi share
options. They will improve the
commuting time and ease in a
dramatic way at low or no cost.
We should open our mind to
governance projects such as
above rather than investment
projects such as Coastal rd and
multiple metros (2 or 3 are
needed but not 6 or 7!)
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Resource Mobilisation for Urban Infrastructure Development in India:
Some Options and Experiences¨

Prof. Ramakrishna Nallathiga
Associate Professor

National Institute of Construction Management and Research
nramakrishna@nicmar.ac.in

Abstract

With the rising levels of
urbanisation and growth of
urban population, the pressure
on providing infrastructure
services has been increasing in
India. This paper firstly reviews
the current revenue sources of
the Urban Local Governments
(ULGs) for undertaking urban
infrastructure development.
Later, the conventional means
of resource mobilisation by the
ULGs is outed as municipal
finance base and suitable
options for resource
mobilisation – both
conventional and non-
conventional means – are
identified so as to finance the
provision of civic services.
Finally, the experiences of
improvements in resource
mobilisation using some
innovative approaches are
discussed.

1. Introduction

India has been experiencing a
rapid growth of urban
population since the 1950s and
increasingly becoming
urbanized, albeit at a steady
pace. The urban population has
grown six-fold from 62.44
million in 1951 to 377.1 million
in 2011. The trend of

urbanisation level (shown in
figure 1) clearly indicates that
there has been a steady rise in it
f r o m a b o u t 1 0 % a t t h e
beginning of the century to
more than 30% in the recent
census year. India is expected
to cross 40% level of
urbanisation by 2021 and attain
the level of 530 million urban
population by 2030, thereby
adding a huge amount of
population (nearly 230 million)
in cities (MGI 2010). Such
large addition of urban
population also calls for
providing urban infrastructure
services and maintaining them
in a more sustainable manner
by the Urban Local
Governments (ULGs) in India.

Interestingly there is also a
corresponding rise in the

Source: Census of India 2001; Census of India 2011

number of urban areas in India
(see figure 2), which has been
growing very rapidly after
attaining independence,
particularly during the last two
decades. A large number of the
urban areas are governed by the
ULGs, which are responsible
for prov id ing c iv i c
infrastructure services like
water supply, sanitation,
sewerage, drainage, waste
management, storm water
drainage, roads and streetlights.
The rising urban population
and the growth of urban areas
pose challenges of providing
and maintaining urban
infrastructure for an increasing
number of people. However,
the actual spending of the
ULGs on the provision and
maintenance of urban
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infrastructure services is far
less than adequate in a majority
of Indian cities (RBI DRG
2008). This leaves behind
much to be done to improve
the finances of ULGs.

Source: Census of India 2001; Census of India 2011

An important reason for the
low level of spending on urban
infrastructure provision is the
low importance given to the
ULGs in a three-tiered system
of government. The revenue
base and expenditure levels of
municipal corporations in
India are too small when
compared to that of the State
and Central government. It has
been found that the revenue of
ULGs accounts for less than
1% of the country's GDP (RBI
DRG 2008), which is far lower
compared to the average of
other countries which is close
to 5% of the GDP. It is the lack
of revenue base that leads to
the incurred expenditure by the
ULGs far less than the
norms/standards of service
d e l i ve r y. T h e 7 4 t h
Constitutional Amendment,
1992 was aimed at addressing
this anomaly by allowing direct

transfer of funds to the ULGs,
but it rather contributed to the
rise in mismatch of revenue
resources and expenditure, as it
specified only more functions
to be delivered by the ULGs

without a cor responding
increase in the fiscal resources
to meet the same.

2. Resource requirements of
Urban infrastructure in
India

The investment requirements
of urban infrastructure
services in India are colossal.
E s t i m a t e s o f f u n d
requirements for urban
infrastructure have been made
by different sources from time
t o t i m e . T h e I n d i a
Infrastructure Report (1996)
(also known as Rakesh Mohan
Committee Report) had
estimated that the t otal
investment requirements of
urban infrastructure were in the
range of Rs.79,300 crores to
Rs.94,000 crores for the period
1 9 9 6 - 2 0 0 1 . T h e f u n d
requirements for water supply
and toilet facilities in urban

areas was estimated at
Rs.21,000 crores for 2001-2011
and Rs 22,800 crores for 2011-
2021. It also assessed the total
annual investment needs of
water supply, sanitation and
road sectors in urban areas at
Rs.28,036 crores per year for
the period 1996-2006.

The Tenth Five Year Plan also
emphasized upon providing
urban infrastructure facilities
with the population coverage
norms of 100% for water
supply, 75% for sewerage and
sanitation, and 100% for solid
waste management. The funds
requirements of these services
during Tenth Plan period
(2002-2007) were estimated at
Rs 53,719 crores. As against
this, the likely availability of
funds from different sources
was estimated at Rs 35,800
crores, which would fall short
of the required funds by 33.4%.

The Central Public Health
Engineering Organisation
(CPHEO) had estimated the
requirement of funds for 100%
coverage of urban population
under safe water supply and
sanitation services by the year
2021 at Rs 1,72,905 crores.
Estimates by Rail India
Technical and Economic
Services (RITES) indicate that
the amount required for urban
transport infrastructure
investment in cities with a
population of 1,00,000 or more
during the next 20 years would
be of the order of Rs 2,07,000
crores (RBI-DRG 2008).
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Recently, the High Power
Expert Committee (HPEC) on
urban infrastructure (2010) had
assessed the status of urban
infrastructure services (water
and sanitation, solid waste
management, sewerage, storm
water drainage, roads and
streetlights) in India and
estimated the funds
requirement of providing all
major urban infrastructure
services at Rs 39.2 lakh crores
over a 20 year time period at the
2009-10 price level. It also
sug g es t ed an add i t iona l
allocation/spending of Rs 20
lakhs crores for the operation
and maintenance of both
existing and newly created
urban infrastructure assets.

The fiscal resources of these
magnitudes cannot be easily
mobilised from within the
budgetary resources of ULGs.
The Central Government,
having realized the seriousness
of urbanization pressures and
having understood the
importance of urban areas in
promoting economic growth,
provided investment support
to the tune of Rs 50,000 crores
through Jawaharlal Nehru
Nat ional Urban Renewal
Mission (JNNURM) over a 7
year period. With the expiry of
the JNNURM in 2015, the
ULGs have no major funding
directly for the provision of
urban infrastructure. The
recently launched Smart Cities
Programme (2017) is still in an
inception stage and it is
primarily aimed at

moder n i sa t ion of urban
infrastructure services. The
budgetary support of State
governments has been on the
decline, as they have other
development priorities on
which they spend a large
amount. Therefore, it
becomes imperative for the
ULGs to revamp their revenues
and step-up their spending in
o rde r to mee t w i th the
challenge of providing urban
infrastructure services.

3. Revenue Sources of ULGs

The ULGs have to become less
dependent upon the fund flows
f rom upper t i e r s of
government in the form of
grants; they need to mobilise
adequate funds from their own
sources to meet the service
provision objectives. Table 4
shows category-wise sources
of revenue of ULGs in India.
Most of the ULGs use tax
sources and grants to finance

their activities, while the other
sources of revenue are not
tapped to the potential that
exists. For example, public debt
available from market – both
institutional and
individual/retail investors – is
rarely accessed to finance the
creation of urban
infrastructure.

The finances of ULGs reflect a
sorry state of affairs – while the
revenue receipts grow at a slow
pace with declining share of
own sources, the total
expenditure grows at the pace
equal or more than that of
revenue. T he qua l i t y of
spending is also poor with
much of the expenditure
(almost 50-70% of total) going
towards staff salaries and
O&M expenses. Several ULGs
do not have any revenue
account surplus that can be
used to develop physical capital
(infrastructure). This situation
needs to be corrected through

Table 4: Municipal Revenue Sources in India
Revenue Head/ Category Sources of revenue

Tax revenue Property Tax, Advertisement Tax, Tax on Animals, Taxes on

Carriages and Carts

Non-Tax revenue User Charges, Municipal Fees, Sale & Hire Charges, Lease rent

Other receipts Sundry receipts, Legal charges, Lapsed deposits, Fees, Fines &

Forfeitures, Rent on Tools &Plants, Miscellaneous Sales etc

Assigned (Shared)

revenue

Entertainment Tax, Surcharge on Stamp duty, Profession Tax,

Motor Vehicles Tax

Grants-in-aid (i) Plan Grants made available through transfers from upper tier of

Government under various projects/programmes

(ii)Non-Plan Grants made available to compensate against loss of

income and some specific transfers programmes/ schemes

Loans/ Debt Loans borrowed for capital works etc from HUDCO, LIC, State

and Central Governments, Banks and Municipal Bonds
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augmentation of resources at
ULG level. It is imperative that
the ULGs make special efforts
to mobilize the available
resources within their
jurisdiction and channelise
them effectively towards laying
down the urban infrastructure
services and their maintenance.

Several studies pointed out that
tax and non-tax resources have
not been tapped to their full
potential by several ULGs in
India, for which reform
initiatives need to be
undertaken. Property tax is an
important tax resource wherein
some cities have undertaken
reforms to improve tax base
(rather than increasing tax
rate), but these innovations are
limited. User charges are yet to
rise to such levels that they
contribute adequately to the
resource base of the ULGs.
T h e i n t e r g o ve r n m e n t a l
transfers/grants should be
used, wherever possible, to
provide better infrastructure
service delivery to the urban
poor.

4. Resource Mobilization at
Local level: Some Options

Resource mobilization needs
not only strengthening the
existing revenue sources but
also utilsing other sources of
revenue. Here, both
conventional and non-
conventional sources need to
be tapped to their full potential.
The ULG may benchmark the
levy and utilization of revenue
sources with reference to better

performing peers within the
State as well as outside. The
ULGs may use general guiding
p r i n c i p l e s o f u s e r p ay,
beneficiaries pay and polluters
pay to justify levy and make

Table 5 Conventional and Non-conventional revenue sources

Revenue Source

Service Category Conventional Source Non-Conventional Source

Property related Property Tax Vacant Land Tax, Surcharge on Land

Registration Duty

Water Supply

Related

Water Charges Water Supply Deposits/ Connection

Charges, Water Benefit Tax, Water supply

Betterment Charges

Sewerage Related Sewerage Charges Sewerage Deposits/ Connection Charges,

Sewerage Benefit Tax, Sewerage Betterment

Charges

Solid Waste

Management Related

Conservancy Charges Bulk Garbage Collection Charges from all

Commercial and Other Establishments

Town Planning

Related

Building Permit Fee,

Development Charges

Betterment Charges; Open Space

Contribution; Impact fee; Transferable

Development Right; Premium FSI, Sub-

division charges; Planning Permission Fee

Engineering Related No Sources Road Cutting/Filling Charges, Street Tax,

Frontage Tax, Motor Vehicle Tax/ Surcharge

on Tax on Petrol and Diesel

Trade Related Trade Licensing Fee ,

Lease/ Rent from

Properties

Business License Fee, Business Improvement

Districts (BID), Royalty on Auctions, Hiring

of Municipal Assets

Advertisement

Related

Advertisement Tax Hoarding Charges, Advertisement Placement

Fees, Cable TV Fee, TV Advertisement

Charges

citizens aware of the need for
contribution. Table 5 shows
c o n v e n t i o n a l a n d n o n -
conventional resources that can
be tapped by the ULGs.
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The ULGs need to exploit
various land based revenues,
which have greater implication
t o u r b a n g r o w t h a n d
development and concomitant
problems l ike slums and
congested areas. The funds
realized from land based
revenue source s can be
effectively deployed for the
improvement of urban poor
people living in slums as well as
for urban renewal. Several of
these sources may already exist
in the ULBs but the potential
of the same may not have been
exploited to its fullest extent in
terms of tapping the public
land value. Also, there are
s e ve r a l o t h e r f o r m s o f
revenues (or, variants of
revenues) that need to be
tapped and exploited. Table 6
lists out the various land related
revenue sources that can be
exploited by the ULGs for
mobilizing resources.

5. Resource Mobilisation of
ULGs: Experiences

There are few ULGs in India
that have managed to turn
around their financial position
and positioned themselves as
successful cases of emulation
worthy by other ULGs.

5.1 Bond- Financing

Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation was the first ULG
in India to raise resources to the
tune of Rs 100 crores through a
General Obligation bond in
1998. It had streamlined its
octroi operations and reformed

Table 6: Land-related Revenues for Exploitation
Revenue Variant Base of Source

Land Gains Tax Land capital gains – accruals in land Values

Site Value Tax Current land rental or capital value of land

Betterments or Special Assessments Increment in land values due to specific public

expenditures including infrastructure e.g., townships

Development Gains Tax/

Conversion Tax

Change of “Lower” to “Higher” land use (Once–and–

for-all levy)

Tradable Development Right Purchase of development right in open auction – Land

with FSI in central areas for auction

Development in Kind/ Incentive

Zoning

Obligation on Developers to install infrastructure or

make certain land/facility available for community

Land Transfer Tax Stamp Duty connected with change of ‘ownership’

rather than change of `use’

Vacant Land Tax Taxation of land value gains

Property Tax Capital value basis of taxation and levy based on

Guided Market Value or Self-Assessment

property tax levy in order to
back up the debt service
obligations of the bond. This
was swiftly followed by several
other ULGs like Bangalore,
Hyderabad, Chennai, Nagpur,
Nashik, Indore and Vizag.
However, the appetite was lost
after 2010, after which there
have not been any new bond
issues. Reviving the municipal
bond markets can make it easy
to fund the ULGs through
public debt.

5.2 Pooled Financing

The states of Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka have come out with
different institutional set-ups –
Tami l Nadu Urban
Development Fund

(TNUDF)/ Karnataka Urban
Infrastructure Development
and Finance Corporation
(KUIDFC) - that leveraged the
strengths of a pooled finance
mechanism in order to raise
resources through the issuance
of bonds that helped them in
successfully undertaking the
water supply and sanitation
projects and in meeting with
the stipulated terms of the
bond issuance. It is now being
taken up by Orissa and Andhra
Pradesh. There is a lot of
potential for making such
pooled financing work for the
ULGs.

5.3 Land Assembly

Gujarat has a long experience
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of land assembly through
Town Planning Schemes (TPS),
which leads to large saving in
land acquisition costs from the
award of development rights
while also achieving orderly
development through
plot/layout readjustment (with
additional FSI/FAR). Under
the TPS of the Gujarat state,
more than 250 schemes were
implemented and 265 are being
undertaken, in which land
acquisition is mad e on
awarding compensatory value
of land – either land or
development rights.

5 .4 Pr oper ty tax
improvement

Changing the property taxing
system from rental value based
to capital value based itself can
l e a d t o s i g n i fi c a n t
improvements. Mumbai
showcased this by moving to a
capital value based property tax
that replaced rental value based
system, which had numerous
problems like the inequities
present in the levy that made it
prone to litigations and political
patronage. A new capital-based
property tax system proposed
in a s impl ified for m led
ove r coming the se
shortcomings and improved
the tax revenue of the ULG.

5.5 Governance Reforms

Governance reforms in the
collection and levy of tax itself
can lead to significant rise in
revenues. The adoption of e-
Governance tools and making

payment services available
online / in tie up with
banks/financial institutions
can lead to a greater
compliance. Indore Municipal
Corporation, for example, has
undertaken a series of reform
measures to raise revenues,
particularly property tax
revenue, which helped it to turn
around from a losing municipal
corporation. These reform
initiatives were kept simple but
doable so that the time and
ground do not get lost. It
focused on management
innovations, such as decisions
based on information systems,
which made a quality
difference.

6. Summary and
Conclusions

Resource Mobilisation is
important to meet with the
infrastructure service
challenges of growing urban
population and rising
economic importance of cities.
In the absence of supply of
urban infrastructure, more
people are forced to live with
poor civic services and quality
of life, which hamper
economic and human
development. Urban
infrastructure services are
critical for the urban poor, in
particular, as they depend upon
them.

The conventional means of
resource mobilisation i.e., tax
and non-tax resources,
themselves offer a great

potential for improvement.
The successful experience of a
few cities points to the
potential for improvement in
property tax revenue in terms
of (a) rationalising property
taxation, (b) reforming the levy
and assessment methods, (c)
periodic revision and (d)
correcting some inequities (as
in Mumbai). Adoption by other
cities has to be channelled
through some kind of incentive
and disincentive measures.

The non-conventional/
alternative means of resource
mobil isat ion are more
important when conventional
resources have limited scope.
Land assembly, development
rights, pooled financing and
bonds are some of the means
of raising financial resources.
However, it is also important to
ensure that resources mobilised
are linked to investments on
improving urban infrastructure
services. It is important to
come out with 'ear-marking
mechanisms' which ensure that
the fiscal resources raised are
adequately devoted to the up-
gradation/ development of
urban infrastructure, and
equally to ensure that there is
no slipping on undertaking
reforms that actually drive
improvements in municipal
performance with respect to
service delivery.
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Abstract

Infrastructure is a country’s
bedrock of economic, social
and human development. It is
also inextricably linked with the
country’s overall security at the
borders. The network of roads
and transport, ease of
m o v e m e n t a n d
communications, energy and
water security, cyber security
for guarding against data
attacks, etc., all are integral for a
country’s overall security
architecture. Globally,
infrastructure is the key
differentiator for a country’s
investment attractiveness,
productivity, sustained and
rapid growth, levels of poverty,
human indices, capacity to deal
with emergencies or disasters,
resilience and confidence. In
this article we attempt to gauge
India’s Infrastructure quotient
in various spheres and recent
initiatives.

Introduction
Infrastructure is a sine-qua-
non for the development of
economy. It is the key to the
efficiency of investment,
m a n u f a c t u r i n g
competit iveness, exports,
employment, urban and rural
development, quality of life etc.

Development of infrastructure
at the borders, connectivity
with hilly and remote areas and
transport linkages are also
critical for national security.

Regulatory Reforms

Let us first look at soft
infrastructure. Regulatory
cholesterol often inhibits
investment and development
process. The present
Government has taken a series
of bold regulatory reforms to
improve India's global ranking.
Various States have also been
competing with one another to
attract and facilitate
investment. The results are
very encouraging, as also
recognized by the World Bank,

and substantial upgrading in
ranking is expected this year.
Whi le address ing Eighth
Vibrant Gujarat Global
Investor Summit in
Gandhinagar in January 2017,
Prime Minister Modi
announced that “The
Government wants to make
India one of the easiest places
in the world to do business in,
making it irresistibly attractive
to investors”. That investors
globally have enthusiastically
responded is evident from the
rapid rise of Foreign direct
investment (FDI) inflows since
2014 (Chart 1). Cumulative FDI
inflows since FY 2015 have
gone up to INR 8,736 (US$130)
billion.

FDI Inflow (US$ Million)

Chart I - FDI Inflows in India (Source: DIPP)
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Chart 2 - GDP Growth Rate Major Economies (Source: Mody’s)

The potential and opportunity
today is, however, historic. All
international institutions,
World Bank, IMF, and World
E c o n o m i c F o r u m e t c .
recognize it as India's moment
now, widely acclaiming India as
the engine of world economic
growth. India's economy has
already overtaken its former
colonial master UK, becoming
fifth largest GDP after USA,
China, Japan and Germany. In
terms of purchasing power
parity, it ranks even higher, at
fourth, ahead of Japan.

However, Global
Infrastructure Investment
Index 2016 ranked India at the
23rd spot. To accelerate the
pace of economic growth and
race to the top, the most critical
need today is to expand and
modernize our inadequate and
strained infrastructure, and
speedily bring it to the world
standards. The Government
has been increasing the share
of infrastructure spending
every year (Chart 3), but the
needs are humongous, over a
trillion dollars during the next
5-7 years. Fortunately,
Infrastructure has now
received a big thrust in our 2017
budg e t , wh ich has been
acclaimed by most economists
and commentators as historic
and game-changer.

While presenting it in the
Parliament, Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley announced, “My
overall approach, while
preparing this Budget, has been

Chart 3 - Infrastructure Spending as a % of GDP (Source : IBEF)

to spend more in rural areas,
infrastructure and poverty
a l lev iat ion…”. The tota l
allocation for infrastructure has
been raised to an
unprecedented INR 3.96 lakh
crore (USD 59 billion) in 2017,
as against INR 2.21 lakh crore
in 2016-17. On transport, the
outlay now is INR 2.41 lakh
crore as against INR 2.18 lakh
crore in 2016-17. For the
railways, INR1 lakh crore have
been provided for enhanced
safety. This would involve
improved tracks, better rolling
stock, better signaling, lesser
level crossings and world class
maintenance of tracks. It is

targeted to provide electricity in
cent percent villages by May
2018. Two more strategic crude
oil reserves will be built soon -
at Chandikhole in Orissa and
Bikaner in Rajasthan - taking
country's strategic reserve
capacity to 15 million metric
tons, enough to maintain oil
supply for 90 days in case of a
disruption. Airport
infrastructure will be expanded
and upgraded and airlines will
get tax incentives for small
towns. A new Metro Rail Policy
will be announced soon with
focus on innovative models of
financing and implementation.
Infrastructure status is being
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provided for Affordable
Housing, targeting housing for
all by 2022.

Let us look at a few of these
core elements of economic
infrastructure in some detail.

Roads

Road network is traditionally
the backbone of Indian
transport infrastructure. About
65 percent of all goods and 86
percent of total passenger
traffic use road network in the
country. The poor
maintenance and congestion
on roads contribute to
substant ia l reduct ion of
vehicular speeds, cause
avo i d a b l e d e l ay s a n d
inefficiencies in economy and
trade. In road accidents, many
of which are fatal, India
unfortunately is at the top of
the World. There is an urgent
need to upgrade and
modernize our road network,
improve geometrics and
maintenance, build world class
expressways, highways,
bridges, flyovers, footbridges
and underpasses. A country-
wide efficient road network is
also essential for trade flows
and achieving the vision of a
Single National Market in
India, so essential for the
country's trade and economic
integration.

Special Program in North –
East

In addition to the various
phases under NHDP, a special
thrust has been accorded to the

development of roads in the
North-East region. The Special
Acce l e r a t ed Road
Development Program for the
North-East Region (SARDP-
NE), is designed at developing

road connectivity between
remote areas in the North-East
and state capitals and all district
headquar ters, through
construction of double/four
lane highways (about 7,530
kilometers) and double-laning
(about 2,611 kilometers) of
state roads. The Government
has now established a separate
agency, National Highway

Infrastructure Development
Corporat ion Limited
(NHIDCL), which is mandated
to develop 10,000 km of roads
in the country with a special
focus on North-East and

border areas, and is
impressively fast-tracking these
projects.

Bharatmala Project

This is an ambitious road and
highways development
program (Figure 2). It is an
umbrella scheme under the
Ministry, integrating many
other schemes, projects and

Figure 1 - Golden Quadrilateral and North-South Corridor
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programs. Under Bharatmala
Project, 25000 km of roads
(and also bridges) will be
constructed, at an estimated
cost of INR 14000 crore, with a
target completion in 2022.

There are four components of
Bharatmala scheme:

I. Development of about
7000 km State roads along
coastal area, border area,
with special focus on
connectivity of non-major
ports.

II. Development of roads for
Backward Areas, Religious
and Tour is t Places
Connectivity Programme.

III. Setubharatam Pariyojana' is
aimed at elimination of the
Railways crossing in India
by constructing 1500 major
bridges and 200 Railway
over Bridges (RoBs) or

Railway under Bridges
(RuBs) by 2019. Railway
crossings slow down the
traffic and cause many
a c c i d e n t s . T h e
Setubharatam Pariyojana
will ensure the high speed
road vehicular movement
and train movement.
Deadline for the
completion of
Setubharatm Pariyojana is
in 2019, which is three
years before the
completion of entire
Bharatmala project (in
2022).

IV. District Headquarters
Connectivity Scheme for
development of 9000 kms
of road, to be declared as
National Highway and to
provide better connectivity
between district
headquarters.

Railways

Indian Railway network is the
life-line and growth engine of
the Indian economy. India has
world 's third largest ra i l
network in the world with a
total route network of about
66,030 km spread across 8,500
stations and has a special place
in the Indian ethos. It has
around 13,000 operational
passenger trains carrying over
23 million passengers daily with
passenger traffic of almost 8.2
billion people in FY-16. On the
commercial front, railway
transported 1107 million tons
of freight in FY-16, crucial for
country's economy, comprising
mineral ores, iron and steel,
fertilizers, petrochemicals and
agricultural produce.

The average rate of expansion
of tracks in railway has risen to
7 km per day during 2015-16

Figure 2 - Bharatmala Project1

1 http: // www.shiveshpratap.com/bharatmala-project-explained-map/.
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from 4.3 km per day during the
previous six years. New
projects approved include:
construction of high speed rail
between Ahmedabad and
Mumbai, modernisation of
400 major railway stations,
construction of dedicated
eastern and western freight
corridors of 1,305 km and
1,499 km respectively and
laying down of 1,875 km of
new railway lines. Connectivity
of north-eastern region with
the rest of India has been fast-
tracked.

There are several other new
initiatives – an independent
regulator is in the offing, to
encourage private investment
in the sector. A Bill to set up an
independent regulator for the
Ra i lways i s l i ke l y to be
presented in the next session of
the Parliament. Its functions
will include setting tariffs,
ensuring level playing field,
determining efficiency and
performance standards. To
boost trade and commerce in
the Asia-Pacific region, a trans-
conta iner g oods tra in
connectivity from Dhaka to
Istanbul covering Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iran and Turkey is
being considered by the Indian
Railways along with
neighboring countries.

Ports and Shipping

India has a coast line of more
than 7517 km long, consisting
of 12 major ports (six on the
Eastern coast and six on the

Western coast) and 200 non-
major ports (of which one-
third are operational) which are
strategically located on the
world's shipping routes. Most
cargo ships that sail between
East Asia and America, Europe
and Africa pass through Indian
territorial waters. Port traffic in
India is set to rise at a
compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 29.2 percent over
FY 15-17. There is need to
further upgrade infrastructure,
and provide seamless
connectivity with other modes
of transport for efficiency in
logistics. Several new initiatives
are underway – the Sagarmala

inter-modal infrastructure's
solutions for a quick, efficient
and cost effective
transportation through rail,
inland water, coastal and road
services. The Sagarmala
Project (Fig. 3) depicts besides
major and non-major ports, 14
coastal economic zones being
developed around them.

The policy aims at shift from
'point-to-point' model to 'hub-
and-spoke' model, with an
investment of INR 5 lakh
crore, raised through budgetary
allocation, NHAI bonds and
leasing out existing national
highways to investors and
pension funds (on TOT model)

Figure 3 - Sagarmala Project (Source: IBEF)

Project is designed with the
above need. It is India's major
port development project, to
slash logistic cost via port
modernisation, and promote
port-led direct and indirect
development, and to provide

for collection of tolls and
operations.

Inland Waterways

India has about 14,500 km of
navigable waterways (Fig. 4)
which comprise of rivers,
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canals, backwaters, creeks, etc.
About 55 million tons of cargo
is being moved annually by
Inland Water Transport (IWT),
a fue l -effic ient and
environment-friendly mode.
The total cargo moved (in ton
km) by the inland waterways
has however been only 0.1
percent of the total inland
traffic in India, compared to the
21 percent figure for United
States. There is a great potential
of exploiting this unutilised
potential. Besides, there is also
great scope of tourism
promotion through this mode,
in places like Varanasi, Agra
and other historic centers.

Aviation

As India moves forward to
become the third largest civil
aviation market in the world by
2020, it faces multiple
challenges in terms of
infrastructural constraints.
Accord ing to Airpor t
Authority of India (AAI), while
cargo carried by air in India
weighs less than 1 percent of
the total cargo exported, it
accounts for 35 percent of the
total value of exports. Most
airports are fast approaching
saturation, face problems of
capacity, cost pressures and sub
optimal passenger load. There
is a need to build more airports
especially in smaller cities,
including NE and remote
regions, for better connectivity
and incentivising connectivity.
The recent budget has
addressed several of these
problems, and new Civil
Aviation Policy and related

Figure 4 - National Waterways (Source: Wikipedia)

measures are designed to
achieve it.

Telecom

Telecom as one sector has the
largest positive multiplier
impact on economic growth.
Besides direct and indirect jobs
within itself,it also supports
various other activities (like, e-
governance, IT industries,
banking and financial services,
trade, education, health) and
provides platform for Start-up
India and Stand-up India,
generating multitude of jobs. It
is estimated that every 10%
increase in mobile penetration
results in 1.2 percent increase in
GDP on long term basis. This
has become even more
essential post-demonetisation.

Internet Speed and Cyber
Security

For a cashless economy and e-
banking, there is a need of high
internet speeds and high cyber
security. The download speed
in India ranks 96th in the world,
behind Bangladesh and Nepal.
Besides, it is highly vulnerable
to cyber-crime. Cyber-security
is extremely critical now for
defense usages too. As
mentioned by the Defense
Minister, “Future wars will be
fought in cyber space”. The
need to ring-fence and guard
our information highway and
installations is of utmost
crucial importance now. The
Government is actively seized
of the matter and several
initiatives are underway.
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National Cyber Co-ordination
Centre is the agency engaged in
Cyber Security and e-
surveillance, screen
communication metadata and
co-ordinate the activities with
other agencies.

Energy

India is the third largest
consumer of electricity9 in the
world (1287 TWh-2014). The
power sector has four major
sources of power generation
which includes thermal, Hydro,
Renewable (solar and wind
energy) and Nuclear. In this,
thermal energy has maximum
installed capacity of about 70
percent of total installed
capacity, and other sources like
hydro, renewable and nuclear
have approximately 14 percent,
14 percent and 2 percent
respectively. With huge
potential in North East region,
there is a greater need of fuller
exploitation in the hydro sector.

As a result of various new
initiatives, several major
projects have been put on the
fast-track and choked channels
of inputs unclog ged. To
resolve the critical situation of
coal supply, the Government
passed an ordinance (later
replaced by an Act) and
auctioned coal blocks to
remove the shor tages. It
transferred INR 3.44 lakh crore
revenues over the lifetime of
these blocks to the concerned
States (where these blocks were
situated). As a result of these
measures coal production has

acquired a new momentum,
with the output rising by 32 mn
tones in 2014-15 as against the
increase of 31 mn tones in
previous 4 years taken together.
There has been a further
growth of 9 percent during
2015-16. The Government is
also rapidly moving ahead with
underground coal gasification,
with three l ignite blocks
identified as candidates.

Conclusion - and Going
Forward

India today is brimming with
new hope, energy and
excitement of a new future.
The decisive mandate of UP
elections and in other States has
demonstrated the strong quest
everywhere for a faster
development and economic
growth. These elections have
s i g n a l e d a n e n d o f t h e
traditional cast and communal
politics. To meet the hopes of
our people for a better and

quality life, and aspirations of
our youth for employment and
brighter future, a fast-tracked
Infrastructure development is
the critical need of the hour.
The results must also reach all
sections of people, in every
corner of the country.

As rightly stated by the noted
Economist Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao,
“ T h e l i n k b e t we e n
infrastructure and economic
development is not a once and
for all affair. It is a continuous
process; and progress in
development has to be
preceded, accompanied, and
fo l lowed by prog ress in
infrastructure, if we are to fulfill
our declared objectives of
generating a self-accelerating
process of economic
development.” This is even
truer today.

As enumerated in the above
article, infrastructure is the
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backbone of economic
development and key to the
efficiency of all investments,
domestic and foreign. It is also
crucial for Country's security,
disaster preparedness, strategy
for poverty reduction and
employment generation. The
regulatory cholesterol
inhibiting investments and
growth has to be removed, and
eco-systems built to attract
global FDI and technologies.
Obviously, it cannot be a
“business as usual” any more. It
is necessary to inject a war-like
urgency, overhaul our policies
and priorities, introduce world
class practices, modern
technologies in material and
project management, and build
in accountability and
responsiveness. There has to be
“commercial management,
competition, and stakeholder
involvement”. The World Bank
Reports on Infrastructure
mentions that:-

� Manage infrastructure like
a business, not like a
bureaucratic service. It
should be run like a service

industry, responsive to the
needs of customers.

� Introduce 'competition' -
competition gives choices
to users and brings in
efficiency and
accountability. Any
monopoly breeds
inefficiency and lethargy.

� Introduce technology -
n e w t e ch n o l o g y
innovations in mana-
gement, implementation,
materials and machinery,
etc. can reduce costs and
modernise usage. There
could also be new evolving
global standards, which
may also facilitate global
investments.

� Upgrade capacity - it would
be important to build and
upgrade capacity,
of management, imple-
mentation, contractors,
skilled technicians,
enabling them to undertake
desired projects.

� Continue active and
fac i l i t a t ive ro le of
Government, sometimes in
a more intense way in

financing and sometimes
implementation (EPC
Model).

� Ensuring that the
infrastructure deve-
lopment which is capital
intensive, with long
gestation period, does not
suffer from dearth of
fi n a n c i n g , p r ov i d e
adequate set of incentives
to attract funding through
various modern
instruments.

It is fortuitous that the present
Government has accorded
infrastructure development the
much needed priority and put
various policies in place to fast-
track miracle growth with
speedy execution.

To conclude, our path in the
quest to reach the top may be
difficult but we are set on the
right track, with speed,
confidence and determination.
Now, as Swami Vivekanand
had thundered-“Rise, awake
and stop not until the goal is
reached”.

Originally Published by :
Vivekanand International Foundation
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